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C H A P T E R

0 N E

INTRODUCTION

For many years, the New England region has been subject
to increased demand for residential and commercial land
uses.

This demand, combined with the reality of a fixed

resource, has resulted in growing conflict between
preservation of open space and development in New England
communities.

As municipal leaders attempt to balance

expenditures with revenues, they often question if it is
fiscally and economically prudent to invest in protecting
open space lands, since they feel it may jeopardize the tax
base.

Yet, environmental quality, attained in part by the

conservation of open space, is often the basis for
sustaining the quality of life in these communities.

Areas

of open space land provide scenic vistas, as well as
recreational and environmental qualities.

These not only

protect natural resources but also increase the value of
adjacent properties benefiting fiscal and economic
stability of the community as well.
There is a need for quantitative assessment of the
impacts of land conservation strategies on a community's
economy and tax base.

This is particularly important to

justify municipal expenditures and land use strategies for
conservation of open space under the constraints of
dwindling budgets and local opposition.

Little fiscal or

economic analysis has been undertaken on the conservation
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of open space in rural New England communities.

Local

leaders are in need of a model for evaluating fiscal policy
decisions.
The goal of this research is to estimate the fiscal
impact of open space preservation on a New England
community, thereby providing local decision makers with
useful information for justifying open space preservation
as a viable use of public funds and land use controls.
This research will address two fundamental questions; the
first is the fiscal impact of land conservation strategies
on a community.

Secondly, the research will test the

hypothesis that conservation of open space enhances the
value of adjacent properties and therefore offsets the
monetary costs of conservation within communities.
The primary objective of this research is the
application of quantitative assessments of open space
conservation to the study area of the Town of Coventry,
Rhode Island.

Coventry, with an estimated 1988 population

of 29,812, is located in the western portion of the State
bordering on the State of Connecticut (See Figure 1).

It

is the largest Town in the State comprising 64.7 square
miles of area.

The State of Rhode Island has followed the

nation in the pattern of population growth over the past
decade with the majority of growth occurring in the
suburbs and rural areas.

This is represented in Table 1

which compares the percent change in Town population with
the percent change in County and State population.

2

It can

SOURCE: RI STATEWID.E PLANNING

Figure 1
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be noted that over the past decade, Coventry has grown at a
significantly higher rate than either the County or the
State.

Table 1: Population trends Coventry, Kent County and Rhode
Island

Year
1960
1970
1980

Coventry
15,432
22,947
29,685

%Change
48.7
29.4

Kent
%Change
112,612
26.4
142,382
153,957
8.1

%Change

State
859,488
949,732
945,761

10.5
-0.4

Locally, the Town of Coventry is referred to as two towns:
Eastern Coventry with the mill villages of the early 1900's
converted to industrial areas and Western Coventry with over
2000 acres of open space owned by both the State and the
Audobon Society.

The State of Rhode Island and the Audobon

Society are the largest public landowners in the Town.

The

open space included in this area of the Town is also comprised
of large private land holders who have committed their land to
open space uses.

By keeping their land as open space,

these landowners are able to qualify for a reduced assessed
valuation and taxation under the State's Code 33:
Forest and Open Space.

Farm,

These larger tracts of land range in

size from approximately 100 acres to over 300 acres.
Most of the population of this town is concentrated in the
eastern section while the western portion of the town is much
more sparsely populated; 75% of the Town's population lives in
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25% of the area.

The specific area to be examined in this

study is the western section.

In 1980, there were a total of

9492 housing units in the Town with an average family size of
3.03.

The current student enrollment within the Town is 6306

according to the "RI public School Indicators'', a 1988
publication of the RI Department of Education.
This area was chosen as a study area for the large
percentage of preserved open space land and the rural New
England character.

In built-out urban environments, even

though open space preservation is important, additional open
space land is in scarce supply.

However, in rural areas where

open space is more abundant, there is still time to preserve
it through successful open space preservation policies and
strategies.
A significant advantage in choosing the Town of Coventry
over other towns was that in 1988 an entire Town reevaluation
was completed.
up-to-date.

Tqerefore, the data reviewed was current and

As a result of the current re-evaluation, the

Town's assessment ratio is at 97.5% which means that the
property's assessed values are very close to their true market
value.
The results of this study will provide information to
decision-makers for use in clarifying land conservation
strategies within the study area as well as in the State.
should also support and justify the need for open space
conservation as a viable use of public funds and land use
controls.

5

It

The analysis of fiscal impacts to be conducted will weigh
the costs of development versus the costs of conservation on a
community.

It will include a review and discussion of tax

revenues generated by residential development, the costs
incurred for providing services to taxpayers of the
development, as well as acquisition and maintenance costs for
open space (if any).

In analyzing the windfalls to adjacent

property, a multivariate regression analysis will be conducted
to answer the question: "What is the value of living next to
open space."

Knowing if a significant relationship exists

between the value of a property and its proximity to preserved
open space will allow for agencies to make rational decisions
on open space preservation within a community.

A comparative

approach will be also be applied to the lots in a cluster
subdivision to assess the difference in value between these
lots as compared with overall changes in value in the study
area.

This could offer further significance to the importance

of preservation of open space as a contributor to property
values.
For this research design, open space will be defined as
vacant parcels of any size which cannot be developed and are
owned by the State of Rhode Island, the Town of Coventry, a
land trust, the Audobon Society or other agency such as a
homeowner's association for the purpose of preservation.

6

The following chapters include discussions on the review
of the literature (Chapter 2) the methods of quantitatively
assessing open space conservation (Chapter 3), the analysis of
the findings (Chapter 4) and the conclusions and policy
implications (Chapter 5).
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C H A P T E R

T W0

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The importance of open space can be traced back to
biblical times when the Lord gave the Levites six cities to
dwell in and pasture lands for the cities around them. The
concept of open space preservation can also be traced to
this time as evidenced by the following passage from
Leviticus 24:34 (Correll et.al. 1978: 1).

"But the field of the common land belonging to their
cities may not be sold; for it is their perpetual
possession."
The creation of permanent open space and its conservation
has developed from the Old Testament through Plato,
Aristotle, Roman city planning (Hellenistic City) , Thomas
More's Utopia, Robert Owen's Utopian communities and
Ebenezer Howard's Garden Cities of Tomorrow.

Early

settlements in New England were created with a town commons
and Ogelthorpes plan of Savannah laid out in 1733 included
a generous allocation of open space with parks in alternate
squares of grid pattern streets.
In this Country, open space has played a significant
role in city planning since the mid 1880's when new public
parks were created to lure new real estate development to
the outer areas of the city.

During this time, parks were

used as a marketing tool to expand and strengthen the
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city's tax base.

Examples include the works of Frederick

Law Olmstead and Calvert Vaux in New York City's Central
Park, Brooklyn's Prospect Park and Boston's Emerald
Necklace.

(Fox 1990: 9)

New York City's Central Park

clearly illustrates the relationship between real estate
values and public parks.

In 1856, to justify the expenses

of property acquisition and construction for the park,
Frederick Law Olmstead began tracking the values of real
estate in the three wards surrounding the park.

Olmstead

conducted a simple economic analysis which compared the
higher tax revenue from the adjacent property to the
interest paid by the city for the cost of the land and its
improvement and also considered other variables such as the
construction of new avenues.

(Fox 1990: 12)

This analysis was also used to justify the creation of
a park in Boston.
Commissioner

A report from the Metropolitan Park

~tated:

"While the cost of necessary open

spaces would be great, the returns in taxes from the
enhanced value of real estate in the vicinity of new parks,
as well as the income from betterments, would ensure them a
strong financial support ... The experience of other cities
had proved that, aside from the benefits accruing from
parks as attractions to travelers and as a means for
affording aesthetic delight in landscape, there was a
tangible effect produced by them to improve the moral and
physical welfare of communities." (Fox 1990: 14)
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Since Olmstead's time, many other researchers have
conducted economic analysis in the form of multiple
regression analysis, fiscal impact analysis and comparative
approaches to quantify the fiscal and economic impacts of
open space preservation.

For the most part, previous

studies undertaken have focused primarily on urban areas
with neighborhood _parks.

The discussion of prior studies

is concentrated on the values which parks with amenities
provide to the surrounding dwellings.
James W. Kitchen (1967) tested the hypothesis that land
which is adjacent to an urban neighborhood park, because of
its unique location, may be of greater value than land
which is a greater distance from the park.

Hammer,

Coughlin, and Horn (1974) also researched this hypothesis.
Weicker and Zerbst (1973) conducted an empirical
investigation on five neighborhood parks studying the
relationship between the externalities generated by
municipal parks and the assessed values of property.

These

researchers apply the classic multiple regression analysis
to urban and neighborhood parks.

Their study revealed that

there was a decrease in property values across the street
from heavily used parks which were developed for active
recreation; while, properties facing passive parks were
valued higher.

Research conducted by More, Stevens, and

Allen (1982) provided findings consistent with the Weicker
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and Zerbst study.

They found that property values were

maximized when it was adjacent to parks which emphasized
natural open space as opposed to intense development for
organized recreation.
Other studies such as the one by Correll, Lillydahl and
Singell (1978) apply the classic multiple regression model
to greenbelt areas.

Their research and analysis finds that

greenbelts may have a significant impact on adjacent
property values which is important in policy decisions on
greenbelt provisions in other suburban communities.
Looking at other open space elements, Schroeder (1982)
researched the relationship of local public park services
to residential property values.
All of the findings from these prior studies lead
to similar conclusions -- parks are an important element in
community development, bringing both fiscal and social
benefits.

The results of more of the recent studies

support the findings of earlier studies:

property values

decrease the greater the distance from the open space.
An important research project by Darryl Caputo (1979)
investigated the fiscal impacts of residential development
versus preserved open space.

He devised a method whereby a

comparison could be made between the costs and revenues
attributed to residential development and the costs
associated with purchasing the land and taking it
permanently off the tax roles.

His conclusion was that

open space preservation was a less expensive alternative
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for the municipality then residential development.

While

the preservation of open space in his study area of Clover
Hill would have raised the tax rate 0.44 cents from $5.38
to 5.82, a proposed development would have raised the tax
rate $1.14 from $5.38 to $6.52.
The studies discussed above including those of
Kitchen,

(1967); Weicker and Zerbst (1973); Hammer,

(1974);

Correll,

(1978); More et.al.

(1982)

(1982); and Schroeder,

outline methods for comparing other variables which could
also affect the value of real estate in order to
conclusively prove that the park or open space was the
stimulus for the increased property values.

These methods,

used to quantify fiscal and economic measures of parks in
urban areas, will be adapted for use in this research.
This study is a variation on prior research in that it
applies the earlier methods to the rural environment and
considers the value of land preserved as simply open space
in addition to land designated for parks.

Since open space

implies more than a tree-lined boulevard or a neighborhood
park, this research focuses on the need to expand the theme
of open space preservation to include land use such as
woodlands, wetlands and other sensitive areas that do not
support services for organized, active recreation or
development.
Since the research will focus on a rural town with a
considerable amount of existing open space, it may also
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provide some insight into the intrins ic value of open
space.

Open space can often be taken for granted if it is

abundant.

This is also a variation from the traditional

component in an urban study area where open space is not as
prevelant.
A justification of open space conservation is needed
for rural New England communities, particularly within the
State of Rhode Island, to provide insight into the policy
issue of land use planning and to assure continued
protection of this finite resource.
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C H A P T E R

T H R E E

METHODS OF EVALUATING THE FISCAL IMPACTS OF OPEN SPACE
CONSERVATION AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Fiscal Impact of Residential Development vs. Open

Space
The property tax has historically been one of the most
important sources of local government revenue.

Rhode

Island State laws classify property as real property and
personal property ·and further classify personal property as
tangible and intangible.

It is the real property tax which

is of greatest concern to decision makers within a
municipal government.

This concern is over the conflict

between the amount of taxes received by the Town and the
cost of services which must be provided to the tax payers.
It is important that the taxes received be enough to cover
the costs of these services or Towns are faced with the
expensive alternative of borrowing funds or cutting back on
services.

Town government's reliance on property tax can

cause serious problems if they find that they cannot
support essential .public services.
A key component in the property supported tax base is
the land development pattern of the community.

Future

development is influenced by the existing land use
pattern.

It is also important to note that high property

taxes tend to lower land prices.

This discourages the

long-term holding of vacant sites that are not being used
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for their "highest and best use".

For example, if a new

development requires public services that cost more than
the new tax revenues it generates this necessitates a
general increase in the community's property tax rate.

In

turn, the net return on most properties and their selling
price is reduced.

Low property tax rates, on the other

hand, make it less costly for owners to hold land idle,
tending to reduce the effective supply and raise the cost
of land available for development.
1974:55)

(Schaenmann and Muller

This is an important consideration for Towns

seeking growth management strategies.
There is a common misconception that residential
development provides tax benefits to a community in the
form of increased tax revenues.

This may be true for

development targeted at an older population with a higher
income bracket and no children at home.

However, other

empirical research has shown that this is not the case for
all types of development.

In fact just the opposite is

true; certain types of residential development places a far
greater demand on the Town's services causing an indirect
impact on the Town's fiscal stability.

Several studies by

the American Farmland Trust (Trust) have concluded that
residential land development is more expensive for a town's
budget.

A study of Hebron, Connecticut conducted by the

Trust revealed that the ratio of revenues to expenditures
for residential development is 1.00 : 1.06.

That is for

every $1.00 of revenue generated by the residential sector,
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$1.06 in expenditures was allocated to this land use.
However, the ratio of revenues to expenditures for
agricultural land was 1:00 : 0.36 which means that for
every $1.00 in revenue generated by this land use only .36
cents in expenditures was earmarked.

(American Farmland

Trust: 1986)
Open space does not demand municipal services.

It

costs the community little beyond acquisition expenses but
provides many economic benefits.

Towns must consider

sound fiscal policies that will also ensure environmental
objectives by purchasing critical environmental areas,
purchasing parklands, or by creating greenbelts that will
improve the quality of life for all of the residents.
A fiscal impact analysis is an important tool to
compare the costs and revenues associated with land
development and also to justify the public expenditure for
open space.

Since open space does not require the same

services as residential development, a likely outcome of an
analysis would be that open space is a less expensive
alternative to development thereby adding to a Town's
fiscal vitality.
Historically, fiscal impact analysis was utilized by
planners in the 1930's and 1940's to justify the benefits
associated with urban renewal projects.

During the 1950's

planners relied on fiscal impact analysis to project the
demand for new schools in the growing post-war suburbs.
the 1960's, it

pr~vided

In

a means to evaluate the economic

effects of local Master Plans required by the Department of
16

Housing and Urban Development.

In the early 1970's, local

officials began using fiscal impact analysis to evaluate
development proposals.

However, only recently has it been

recognized as a useful tool for long-range planning and
growth management.

(The Griffith Report 1990:1)

Developers often argue in front of local planning
boards that their proposed development will reduce local
property taxes as a result of adding rateables to the local
tax base, neglecting to mention what it will cost the
community to provide services to that development.

The

fiscal impacts of a development must include an
identification of costs as well as benefits.

It should

examine both the expenditure and revenue impacts associated
with residential and non-residential development and
attempt to project the net cash flow to the community.

The

secondary costs of development are often underplayed or
overlooked as well.

(Caputo 1979:2)

A publication of the

Nature Conservancy identifies the following as public costs
associated with development:
-Educating children;
-constructing and maintaining public facilities such
as water and sewage facilities, solid waste disposal,
and parks;
-Providing public services such as fire and police
protection, health and welfare services;
-constructing and maintaining roads, and parking
facilities;
-Administering local government.
17

The Nature Conservancy (Conservancy) argues that
development does not often pay its own way; the property
tax does not cover what it costs a community to provide
essential services.

As an example, the Conservancy

calculated the tax impact of 350 new homes built in a small
rural community of 750 homes and found that the new
development would increase taxes by $77.21 per household as
a result of an increase in public capital investment for
"more classrooms and water, sewage, trash disposal, fire
and police stations, recreation as well as increased
governmental services".

(Caputo 1979:4)

Lyle Fitch, former chief administrator of the city of
New York noted ''There are cases where it will be
financially advantageous to acquire land to preclude its
residential development".

He developed a formula for

determining those instances which is as follows:
Ia= cs -(Lat+ Lfi)/t; where
Ia is the point at which the municipal costs of
servicing development equaled generated tax revenues;

cs

represen~s

the costs of providing public services

to the household;
La is any decrease in assessment resulting from the
acquisition;
t represents the tax rate;
Lf is the cost of acquisition ; and
i represents the interest rate on borrowed money.
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Fitch is also quoted as saying, "The township stands to
gain by acquiring vacant lots or development rights
thereto, rather than allowing them to be developed for
residences whenever (1) the costs of supplying public
services to the prospective new households exceeds (2) the
amount of real estate sacrificed by foregoing private
development of the lots, plus (3) interest on the cost to
the township of acquiring the lots or development rights
thereto".

(Caputo 1979:37)

The above discussion does not imply that acquisition
of open space

won~t

raise taxes; any municipal expenditure

must be covered by taxes.

However, the research has

concluded that acquisition often will result in a smaller
property tax increase than development.

In support of

this, Charles Little studied an open space acquisition of
1,426 acres in Floyd Harbor, New York.

The planners

estimated that the land acquisition and preservation of it
as open space would increase taxes from $14.33 per $100
valuation to $16.91; however, development would increase
taxes to $21.64 per 100, an increase three times greater.
(Caputo 1979: .27)
However, it _is important to note that a fiscal impact
analysis will not provide local decision makers with all of
the information they may need when making land use
decisions.

Fiscal impact focuses on the financial

consequences of change; it does not measure environmental,
economic or social effects which are also very important
considerations in evaluation of land use decisions.
19

3.la.

Fiscal Impact Analysis: Discussion of the Methods.

Residential Development:
A fiscal impact analysis, as discussed by Burchell, is
defined as:

"A projection ·of the direct, current, public costs and
revenues associated with residential or nonresidential
growth to the local jurisdiction(s) in which this growth
is taking place."
A fiscal impact analysis projects on the primary costs
that will be incurred and the immediate revenues that will be
generated.
revenues.

Fiscal impact analysis examines current costs and
It does not treat indirect impacts due to the

difficulty in predicting the secondary impacts of growth and
the possibility of double counting the primary and secondary
impacts.

It projects the financial effects of development by

considering the costs and revenues if the development were
completed today .

. Fiscal impact analysis is concerned with

public (government) costs and revenues and is further
concerned with the cost and revenue implications derived from
population and/or employment change.

Finally, costs are

projected to only the local jurisdictions in which the
population or employment change is taking place.
For the analysis of residential development versus open
space preservation, the Service Standard Method of fiscal
impact analysis is used.

This method was chosen since it is

assumed that residential development demands more services
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than does preserved open space.

Therefore, a relevant

comparison may be made between the two land use categories.
The Service Standard Method approach allows costs to be
projected separately for each service such as police and
schools.

One weakness of this approach is that it relies

on current costs and staffing patterns to project costs
associated with future growth.
The Service Standard Method is an average costing
method which uses averages of manpower and capital facility
service level data, obtained from the U.

s.

Census of

Governments, for municipalities and school districts of
similar size and geographic location.

This method

determines the total number of additional employees by
service function,

(i.e. financial administration, general

control, police, fire, highways, sewerage, sanitation,
water supply, parks and recreation and libraries) that will
be required as the result of the development.

The existing

local operation cost is projected for additional personnel
adding local operating outlays (salary, statutory and
equipment expenditures) per employee by service function.
Projected capital expenditure is obtained through the use
of capital-to-operating service ratios derived from Census
Information, and applied to the existing total operation
costs per employee.
A fundamental assumption of the Service Standard
approach is that, over the long run, average existing
service levels for both manpower and capital facilities of
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comparable areas can be used to assign costs to future
development.

Another premise of the technique is that

service levels for both manpower and capital facilities
vary according to the community's population.

A further

assumption is that after population size, geographic
location also affects public service levels.

The basic

steps involved in a Service Standard method are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
3.lb.

Determine population and student increase resulting
from growth;
Project number of public employees resulting from
growth;
Calculate average operating expenses (salary,
statutory and material costs) per employee;
Project total annual operating costs;
Project total annual capital costs;
Project total annual public costs;
Project total annual public revenues;
Calculate the cost-revenue surplus or deficit.
Application of the fiscal impact analysis to the

study area.
Residential Development:
In applying the fiscal impact analysis discussed above
to the Town of Coventry, data regarding the property
assessments and tax rates were obtained from the Tax
Assessor's Office.

Information on total revenue and

expenses as well as specific budget line data was obtained
from the Town's Adopted Working Budget for 1990-91 as well
as the School District Budget.

A copy of the relevant

information obtained from these budgets is included in
Appendix A of this document.

It should be noted that the

budget allocation for public works would be larger if
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fire protection and water services were provided within the
Town budget.

Fire protection is provided by seven separate

Fire and Lighting Districts within the Town.

Each of these

Fire and Lighting Districts raise their own revenue through
separate real and personal property taxes and allocate
their own expenses separately from the Town budget.

Water

services are provided by the Kent County Water Authority
and are separate from the Town budget as well.
The Service Standard Method was applied using a
hypothetical development which could have occupied 977
acres of land around Carbuncle Pond had it not been
purchased by the RI Department of Environmental management
Figure 2, located in the back of this document, is an
aerial photograph blueprint reproduction of the Carbuncle
Pond area.

It was selected as an area for study to allow

for a comparison between the costs of development and the
costs of preservation.

Since the property lies in a

five-acre zoning district, a multiplier of .15 was used to
determine the total subdivision yield.
Appendix 3)

(Emilita 1969:

This multiplier would take into account the

amount of land which would be developed with roads,
drainage areas and parkland.

The calculation determines

that 147 house lots could have been developed on the 977
acre parcel.

This would add 445 adults to the population

using the average household size (3.03) based on the 1980
census information and 104 school age children also using
the 1980 census information multiplier of .71 school age
children per dwelling unit.

A LOTUS spreadsheet
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was used to perform steps outlined by Burchell and Listokin
in "The Fiscal Impact Handbook".

The following is a

breakdown of these steps and the application of the method
to the Town of Coventry. Tables 2-4 display the information
from the LOTUS Spreadsheet analysis.

Table 3 contains the

computations which correlate to the Steps outlined below.
Step 1 - By using general multipliers for household
size and school age children the population growth and
increase in students was determined.

The general

multipliers for the Town of Coventry were obtained from
1980 census information:

average household size 3.03 and

school age children .71.

These figures multiplied by the

number of new dwelling units proposed provided the growth
projections: 445 adults and 104 school age children.
Step 2 - Using service ratios for communities in the
Northeast Region,

(obtained from the Fiscal Impact

Handbook) the incremental number of public employees
resulting from the new development can be predicted.
Step 3 - The Town of Coventry's 1990-91 Annual Budget
and the School District Budget was consulted to obtain a
current breakdown of the employees and expenses for each
service catagory.

The total employees for each servcie

category were then divided into the total expenses to
determine the average operating expenses for each
employee.

See Table 2 for the display of this information.
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Table 2: Operating Expenses per Employ ee
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Step 4 - The a verage operating expenses for each worker
obtained from Step 3 above is then multiplied by the total
number of employees attributable to the growth.
step 5 - The annual capital costs for each service
category was

~btained

capital-to-operat~ng

operating costs.

by multiplying the
expenditure ratios by the total annual

The capital-to-operating expenditures for

the Town of Coventry were obtained from the 1972 U.S.
Census for the Northeast region.
Step 6 - The annual public costs were then projected by
adding the total annual operating expenses to the total
annual capital expenses.
Step 7 - Again, utilizing the Town of Coventry's
1990-91 Annual Budget, as well as the School District
Budget, information was obtained to project the total
annual public revenues as a result of the development.

The

projected revenue took into account the increase in
own-source revenues paid to the municipality as the primary
source of revenue generated.
In an interview with Mr. Barry Yeaw, the Town's
Financial Director, he stated that there is little, if any,
non-educational State Aid expected by the Town for the
1990-91 fiscal year.

Recent shortfalls in the State

Revenues resulted in the reduction of non-educational state
aid to municipalities during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1990.

In a recent Providence Journal article it was

reported that the DiPrete Administration withheld $23
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million dollars in State Aid to communities in 1990.
(Providence Journal, November 16, 1990: C3).

The state

provides operations assistance aid to each municipality and
school district in the State, subject to annual
appropriation.

Mr. Yeaw explained the amount is calculated

by a complex formula which is prescribed by the statues and
equalized with other municipalities on the basis of
assessed valuation.

There is, however, a minimum

guaranteed state assistance payment.

Mr. Yeaw stated that,

in preparing this .calculation, the Town must submit a
three-year forecast to the State which includes population,
income, per pupil expenditures, net assessed valuation and
projected revenues.

It was his opinion that a development

or incremental population increase would not directly or
immediately impact the amount of non-educational State Aid
received and therefore this was not included in the revenue
calculations conducted for this fiscal impact analysis.
The Town does not receive any other tax revenues from the
State nor does it receive any Federal revenues.

Therefore,

the Town's own-source revenues such as permit and
miscellaneous fees, real property and household personnel
property taxes for automobiles, fines which could be
attributable to the new development (i.e. violation of
traffic, and building code ordinances) and interest
earnings were the only revenues calculated.
The interest earnings for the Town were included since
this is the largest single category of miscellaneous
revenues:

interest on investments.
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As population

incr eases, general revenues increase and more tax money is
available for ·investment.

The increase of investment on

earnings atributable to growth was calculated as ratio
based on the current proportion of interest on earnings and
total assessed valuation of all properties in the Town.
Table 4 displays the projected revenues for the Town as a
result of the development.
Step 8 - The cost/revenue deficit was then calculated
by comparing the projected total revenue attributable from
the new development to the projected total costs.

3.lc. Findings
Residential Development:
The findings of the fiscal impact analysis reveal that
the residential development would indeed cost the Town more
from providing services than it would receive from the
development.

The proposed costs associated with the

development total $1,139,216 while the proposed revenues
associated with the growth would total only $367,118.

This

results in a fiscal tax loss to the Town of over $700,000.
It is apparent that while preserved open space would not
bring in any revenues to the Town, in turn, it would not
require the services which residential development would
demand.

It is

al~o

likely to increase the value of the

adjacent properties indirectly bringing added revenue to
the Town.
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Table 4: Projected Revenues from Proposed Development
Alternative (Step 7)

DOLLARS

MUNICIPAL
1.
Own Source Revenues
A. Property Taxes
B. Automotive Taxes
c. Interest Earnings
D. Fees
Fines
E.

$105,132
1,229
9,492
4,998
60

Total own Source Revenues
SCHOOL DISTRICT
1. Own Source Revenues
A.
Property Taxes
B. Automotive Taxes

$120,911

$243,360
2,847

Total Own Source Revenues

$246,207

Grand Total Revenues

$367,118

(It is noted that the Automotive Taxes were based on the
assumption that there would be one automobile per dwelling
with a value of $2,000.

The Fees and Fines were calculated

based on the assumption that the current amount received
per dwelling and per capita would be the same for the new
development.

Interest Earnings were projected by computing

the ratio of the current proportion of interest on earning
and applying that figure to the proposed growth. However,
as the population increases, and general revenues increase
and there is more money available to invest.

Therefore,

the first step in this calculation involved adding the
assessed value of the proposed development, minus the value
of the assessment on the existing vacant land, to the
current total assessment.)
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3.ld. Fiscal Impact Analysis: Discussion of the Method:
Open Space Acquisition:
To assess the tax impact of open space preservation, a
formula devised by Darryl F. Caputo in his study "Open
Space Pays" (1979) is utilized.

This procedure is followed

to calculate and compare the tax impacts of removing
property from the tax rolls to preserve it as open space
and the tax impacts of a residential development.

To

perform this method the following data, obtained from the
Town of Coventry Tax Assessor's Office, was utilized:

1.

Assessed value of property;

2.

Town equalization ratio;

3.

Town's total assessed net valuation
taxable;

4.

Town's assessed property tax rate;

5.

Amount of acquisition cost to be raised
locally in the first year;

· 6.

Town's total property tax levied;

The procedure, which is relatively simple involves
calculating the impact of lost revenue on the tax rate and
then calculating the impact of the town's payment for
acquisition on the tax rate.

(A copy of this method is

contained in Appendix B of this document.)

A comparison is

then made between the tax rate impact from the land
preservation and the tax rate impact which would be
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attributed to the growth which could occur if the property
was developed rather than acquired for open space.

3.le. Application of the fiscal impact analysis to the
Study Area.
Open Space Acquisition:
In conducting the method discussed earlier outlined by
Darryl F. Caputo, information from the Town's Tax Assessor
was utilized to assess the tax impact of open space
preservation versus the tax impact of development.
Appendix C contains a copy of the data and information
utilized from the.Office of the Tax Assessor.

For the

purpose of comparison, the 977 acre land area described
earlier was used as the basis for the assumptions
surrounding this procedure.

This acreage was actually

purchased between 1986 and 1987 by the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management for one million one
hundred sixty one thousand three hundred sixty dollars
($1,161,360) and preserved as open space.
The calculations were based on the assumption that the
State had not purchased this area and that the Town would
have had to purchase it in order to guarantee its
preservation.

It·was also assumed that the parcel would

have had a total assessed value of $586,200 had it not been
taken off the tax rolls since it would have met the
criteria for the State's Farm, Forest, and Open Space tax
program.

This program allows the Town to assess the value
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of open space lands at six hundred dollars ($600) per
acre.

Based on the purchase price of over one million

dollars, another assumption was that the amount of
acquisition cost to be raised locally for the first year
totalled five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000).
Using the simple calculation method outlined by Caputo,
the tax impact of residential development could be
determined.

Again, the 977 acre parcel with 145 house lots

was selected as the development to be analyzed.

The basic

assumptions relating to the development were that the
dwelling units would have three (3) bedrooms per unit
(which is the average in the Town) and that the market
value of each unit would be $124,820 (which was the average
market value of residential units in the Town for 1988).
The proposed market value of the total units was then
multiplied by the assessment ratio of 97.5 to determine the
assessed value.
The calculations breakdown the analysis into the impact
on the school tax .and the impact on the non-educational tax
rate.

The tax rate for the town of Coventry is $14.32

which is broken down into $10 .. 00 for the school budget and
$4.32 for the non-educational municipal budget.
per pupil expenditure is currently at $5,042.

The annual
Expenditures

for education historically receive the largest percentage
of the tax revenues and are therefore viewed as the largest
potential liability associated with growth.

Figure 3,

reprinted from the Town of Coventry's 1990-91 Budget,
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portrays the trends of school expenditure as compared to
the municipal expenditure for the total tax dollar.

3.lf. Findings
Open Space Acquisition:
The findings of Caputo's method are contained in
Appendix D of this document.

They reveal that the increase

in the Town's total tax rate from this development is
.42/1000 while the increase in the tax rate from open space
preservation is .33/1000.

While this difference seems

small, it should be noted that this is based on a five-acre
zoning district which greatly reduces the number of
building lots that could be developed.

Other areas in

Town, where the zoning is less restrictive would see a
greater impact.

As can be seen by the computations in

Appendix D, of the .42/1000 increase as a result of the new
growth,

.24/lQOO is as a result of the increase in school

age children on the school district while .18/1000 is as a
result of the non-educational expenses.
This supports the discussion earlier that while open
space preservation does not reduce the tax rate, it results
in a smaller increase in the tax rate than residential
development.

The increase in the tax rate as a result of

the development would result in over a fifty dollar
difference to taxpayers with an average residential home
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for the year.

The impact from the purchase of the open

space however would result in only a forty dollars tax
increase.

While this may seem insignificant, additional

development would continue to cost the Town money and add
to the tax impact.

The savings from the purchase of the

open space would equal the purchase price over time.
It is also important to note in this case that the
State actually purchased the open space which meant that
the municipality did not have to spend its tax dollars and
instead that money could be put to other uses and services
for the Town residents.

Therefore, the Town saved the tax

rate increase which would have resulted from either
residential development or the land acquisition if done
with Town funds.

Summary
In summary, with the costs of providing services to
such a development greatly exceeding the amount of
projected revenues there would have been an annual loss to
the Town of Coventry if the land was developed.

Since the

preserved open space does not require an increase in the
Town services which the development would have, the Town
saves money.

In this case, since no Town funds were

directly used in the purchase, the Town has even saved the
money which would have been needed for preservation
The case for open space preservation based on the cost
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versus revenue concept is not new.

In a study by Charles

Little, done in 1968, the acquisition of 80 acres in
Gloster, New Jersey compared to a potential development of
160 homes which the zoning would have allowed was studied.
With annual costs for the development projected at $156,000
and annual revenues determined to be only $100,900 a year
there would have been an annual loss of $56,000 to be made
up by increasing the communities tax rate.

Based on an

acquisition cost of $500,000, it was determined that the
annual deficit of $56,000 to the community if the land were
developed would equal the purchase price in ten years.
It is important to note, however, that in many areas,
there is a legimate need for housing and often the need
must be met even if rising tax rates result.

However,

there are areas better suited for housing and other areas
better suited for open space.

The purpose of this section

is to inform local government decision makers of the tax
implication of housing and open space in the hopes that
more fully informed decisions will result.
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(Caputo 1979:2)

3.2. Windfalls to Property Adjacent to Preserved Open Space
Studies by Frederick Law Olmstead and George E.
Kessler projected that their new parks and parkways would
increase real estate value.

They supported their

projections with empirical research which was based on
simple calculations of the increased tax revenues from the
property surrounding the park areas.

As statistical

techniques became more sophisticated, multiple regression
analysis was applied to add variables such as house types,
house size and location to the calculation.

By introducing

these variables, which are not related to the open space,
their influence on the adjacent property values could be
determined.

This ·would further support the projections

that the parks and open space variables would be the
catalysts for the increase in property values.

(Fox

1990:2)
In 1974, Hammer, Coughlin and Horn examined how a
1,294 acre park "Pennypack Park" affected nearby real
estate.

A multiple regression analysis was used, to try to

hold constant such variables as type of house, year of
sale, and location.

To measure, as precisely as possible,

the value from Pennypack Park the study also considered
such variables as whether or not a house was next to a
retail area, major highway, or other large open space.

The

results of this research supported the findings of previous
studies; the property value decreases the farther away it
is from open space.
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In 1973, a study of five parks in Columbus, Ohio by
Weicker and Zerbst, found a decrease in the value of
property across the street from heavily used parks
developed for active recreation such as baseball and
swimming.

At the time of the study, these lots sold for an

average of 7% less than property further away.

However,

property facing "passive'' recreational areas sold for 7-23%
more than property a block away from these areas.

These

findings of Weicker and Zerbst are interesting to note;
particularly in terms of the expanded definition of "open
space" which this research project emphasizes.

Open space

should include areas for passive recreation, however, this
type of open space often receives the lowest priority in
terms of municipal acquisition.
Further research on the subject by More and Allen in
1982 came to the same conclusion as that of Weicker and
Zerbst.

It appeared that there was a tendency for the

property value benefit to be maximized by parks which
emphasize natural open space as opposed to intense
development for organized recreation.

In fact, they

report, it may well be that on-site recreation benefits are
not compatible; as the level of use rises, the property
value declines.

(More and Allen 1982: 33)
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3.2a.

Multiple Regre ss ion Analysis:

Discussion of the

Method
A multiple regression analysis is any statistical
analysis involving more than two independent variables to
determine their influence on a dependent variable.
1985: 271)

(Grosof

This method is often used by social researchers

to determine the relationship between variables.

Two

variables, "x" and "y", may be related to each other
exactly or inexactly.

The simplest relationship between an

independent variable (i.e. the cause), labelled "x" and a
dependent variable (i.e. the effect), labelled "y" is a
straight line, expressed in the formula:
Y

= a + bx,

where the values of the coefficients, a and b, determine
respectively the precise height and steepness of the line.
With a multiple regression, more than one independent
variable can be incorporated into the equation.
useful for two reasons.

This is

First, it offers a fuller

explanation of the dependent variable, since few effects
are products of a single cause.

Second, the effect of a

particular independent variable is made more certain, for
the possibility of causality from other independent
variables is removed.

The general multiple regression

equation is written as follows where the dependent variable
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is seen as a linear function of more than one independent
variable:

Note:

the subscript identifies the independent variables.

3.2b.

Application of the method to the study area.

The multiple regression analysis discussed above was
used to answer the question "What is the value of living
next to open space?"

The hypothesis tested for the case

study community was "When proximity to open space, housing
age, house size, number of bedrooms, acreage and type of
house is controlled for, property values decline with
distance from open space".
To examine the effect of preserved open space on
property values, an area of woodland, known as Parker
Woodland, totalling 329 acres purchased by the Audobon
Society in 1981 was selected as the preserved open space.
Figure 4, located in the back of this document, is an
aerial reproduction indicating a portion of the Audobon
Society land.

The map of Coventry in Figure 5 indicates

this area in relation to the rest of the Town.

This open

space area was selected for its size and its acquisition
date.

It was assumed, given the purchase date, that there

would have been a number of housing units sold since that
time for use as the data set.
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!mile

First, the Assessor's Plat Maps were analyzed for
those areas which would be within 1 1/2 miles of the open
space area.

Once the plats were established, the

Assessor's Field Cards for each plat were reviewed.
Information was obtained for each single-family residential
property which was sold in the open market since 1981, the
year the open space was purchased.

All transfers of

property between relatives and all other transfers which
did not take place in an open market situation were not
included in the sample.

The sample size consisted of 85

residential properties that met this qualification.
Data was then collected for eight (8) variables as
follows:

the distance from the open space, the assessed

value, the sales price of the property, the year the
dwelling was built, the number of bedrooms, the square
footage of the living area, the total lot size (in acres),
type of house (i.e. cape cod, colonial, raised ranch, etc.)
and the type of construction (i.e. shingle, siding, etc.).
A computer printout of this data is contained in Appendix E
of this document.

It was noted that all of the dwellings

with a small exception had shingled construction.
Therefore, because this variable was not significantly
different among the sample, it was not utilized for the
analysis. The property sales price was determined by the
value of the transfer tax stamps affixed to the deed of
sale.

This information was readily available since the
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the Tax Assessor's Office included this data on the field
card for each property.

Due to the large number of raised

ranch dwelling units, this variable was "dummy coded" to
indicate those units which were raised ranch (Type
all others (Type = O).

= 1) and

The raised ranch housing types were

coded one (1) due to the popularity of this style within
the community study area.

The selection of the variables

was based on the availability of the data and a review of
the literature.

In the selection of the variables, the

primary objective .was to develop a model for testing the
hypothesis which would account for a large amount of the
variation in property.

The types of variables which the

literature indicated would do this were selected.
(Schroeder 1982: 227)
The data were collected from the Tax Assessor's Field
Cards for all of the variables except the distance from the
open space.

This variable was calculated from measurements

on the Tax Assessor's Plat Maps.

The housing units sampled

were plotted on the map and their distance from the open
space noted.

·For this measurement, a straight line

distance was utilized.
The data were analyzed through the use of the multiple
regression statis.tical technique with a new variable
(NASSESED) as the dependent variable.

Since the properties

sampled sold in different years, there was a time series
constraint which would distort the market price variable.
A solution to this is to bring all of the market price
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variables up to constant dollar amount.

Given that the

Town's assessment ratio is 97.5%, it is very close to the
market value of the properties recently sold. Therefore,
the assessment value was divided by .975 and used as the
market price variable.

As can be seen by the normality

plot displayed in Figure 6 this variable was normally
distributed (a majority of the "+" signs are covered)
therefore no additional calculation was made to this
variable.
The independent variables measured and their variable
names are as follows:
DI SOS
BEDROOMS
AGE
HOUSE
TYPE
ACRES

The distance from the open space
The number of bedrooms in the dwelling unit
The age of the dwelling unit
The square footage of the housing unit
A dummy variable coded 11 1 11 for a raised
ranch and 11 0 11 for all other house types
The total lot acreage

The dependent variable measured was:
NASSESED

The assessed value divided by .975

Two forms of regression were used in the analysis a
linear form and a squared form.

The linear form is

represented in the following equation:

NASSESED

= borsos + bBEDROOMS + bAGE + bHOUSE+
bTYPE + bACRES
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Several diagnostic tests wer e performed with the
independent variables to "fit the model".

Each variable

was measured against the residual variable to determine if
a quadratic term was needed.

In this analysis, the

variables for DISOS and BEDROOMS needed a quadratic term.
Their plots were not scattered but rather had an apparent
trend.

Therefore, new variables were created for these

variables by squaring them.
This is represented by the following formula:

NASSESED = borsos

2

+ bBEDROOMS

2

+ bAGE + bHOUSE +

bTYPE + bACRES

To increase the significance level of the findings, a
"beta weight" statement was added to the analysis.

This

option produces a set of standardized regression
coefficients.

These coefficients labeled "Standardized

Estimate" are the estimates obtained if all of the variables
in the model were standardized to zero mean.

Therefore, the

measurements are not affected by the scales of measurement of
each of the various independent variables.

For example, in

this case, there are variables measured as dollars, square
feet and years which could not be easily compared without a
standardized estimate since the values are relevant to the
unit of measurement for each.
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3.2c. Findings.
The results of the linear multiple regression analysis
is outlined in Table 5.

From this analysis it was

determined that the distance from open space was directly
related to the selling price variable.

However, there is a

positive relationship, that is for every percent increase
in the distance from the open space, the price of a
dwelling unit increases by eleven dollars.
In explaining significance, the p-value (Prob>ITI)
column is reviewed.

For this case, the significance

probability is closest to zero for the square footage of
the dwelling unit with a value of 0.0006.

This indicates

that there is a greater relationship between this variable
and the market value of a dwelling unit than among the
other variables.

This is further revealed in the

standardized estimate for house square footage which reads
that for every percentage increase in the square footage of
the dwelling unit, the market value increases by
thirty-eight dollars.
Table 6 presents the analysis which was performed
after the DISOS and BEDROOMS variables were squared.

As

can been seen by this table, there is little variation in
the results with only a few points difference in the
measurement of the variables.

The most significant

variable in explaining the market value is the square
footage of the dwelling unit in this analysis as well.
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Table 5: Linear Multiple Regression Analysis
Dependent Variable: NASSESED
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
source

DF

Model
Error
C Total

6
76
82

Root MSE
Dep Mean

c.v.

Sum of
Squares
58576199851
180020406006
238596696848

Mean
Square
9762699975.2
2368690750.0
R-square
Adj R-sq

48669.19714
164820.52518
29.52860

F Value
4.122

Prob>F
0.0012

0.2455
0.1859

Parameter Estimates
Parameter
E$timate

Variable

DF

Intercep
Di sos
Bedrooms
Age
House
Type
Acres

1
1
1
1
1
1

53022
2.279437
4744.628512
316.464381
80.896437
-15066
-39.949459

Variable

DF

Standardized
Estimate

Intercep
Di sos
Bedrooms
Age
House
Type
Acres

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Standard T for HO:
Error
Parameter
30923.100069 1. 715
2.13470187 1. 068
5302.1623923 0.895
228.38367628 1. 386
22.64530044 3.572
11639.791359 -1. 294
264.34244661 -0.151

0.00000000
0.10984877
0.09366629
0.14505057
0.36148599
-0.13592746
-0.01556148
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Prob >IT I
0.0905
0.2890
0.3737
0.1699
0.0006
0.1995
0.8803

Table 6: Multiple Regression Analysis: Squared Variables
Dependent Variable: NASSESED
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source
Model
Error
C Total

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

58359212362 9726535393.7
180237484486 2371545848.5
238596696848

6
76
82

Root MSE
Dep Mean

c.v.

48698.51998
·164820.52518
29.54639

R-square
Adj R-sq

F Value

Prob>F

4.101

0.0013

0.2446
0.1850

Parameter Estimates
Parameter
Estimate

Standard T for HO:
Error
Parameter

63671
0.000233
675.028356
324.827507
81. 777866
-15770
-50.973690

27377.312158 2.326
0.00022709 1. 026
678.96164179 0.994
227.67684667 1.427
22.63220565 3.613
11567.511173 -1.363
263.39619649 -0.194

Variable

DF

Intercep
NDisos
NBrooms
Age
House
Type
Acres

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Variable

DF

Standardized
Estimate

Intercep
NDisos
NB rooms
Age
House
Type
Acres

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.00000000
0.10414796
0.10190646
0.14888379
0.36542466
-0.14228168
-0.01985574
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Prob >ITI
0.0227
0.3083
0.3233
0.1578
0.0005
0.1768
0.8471

It is noted that in both analyses, there is a
relationship between the age of the dwelling unit and the
market value that is not consistent with previous studies.
Based on the results of the study by Weicker and Zerbst it
is expected that

~he

market value should tend to decline

with the age of the house, but this is not the case in this
research.

Several different tests and other computations

were conducted on the variables in an effort to obtain
results consistent with Weicker and Zerbst's research.
However, none of these proved to affect this value or make
it significantly different from the result reported.

It

was assumed, therefore, that in this community an older
home is considered more valuable.

Many homebuyers are

realizing the value of older homes, particularly historic
dwellings.

In this study, several of the homes used in the

data set were over 50 years old.

Summary
The results of the multiple regression analysis did
not prove the hypothesis that when location to open space,
housing age, size, type, number of bedrooms, and lot
acreage are controlled for, permanent open space increases
the value of the adjacent property.

Several explanations

are offered for the finding that did not prove the
hypothesis tested.
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This study was conducted on land in Western Coventry
where most of the surrounding area consists of large wooded
lots.

Therefore, the value, which other more urbanized

areas would place on protected open space, is not prevalent
in this case.

With large lot zoning (two-acre and

five-acre zoning) in place throughout most of this area as
well, it is assumed that this further reduces the value
placed on the protected land.

The large lot zoning may

provide certain values to the lot owner who feels as though
he has his own "protected open space'' in his backyard.
Other plausible explanations for this phenomenon were
offered by a local realtor, Mr. John E. Peacock in an
interview.

It was his opinion that many people have become

accustomed to the more urban environment.

They associate

certain negative values about the large wooded areas in the
western portion of town.

He gave for example, the

abundance of wildlife in these areas which some homeowners
see as a nuisance.

He also explained that there were many

open space lands in western Coventry which consisted of
wetlands or swampy low areas.

Development adjacent to

these areas often involves costly septic and drainage
systems which would tend to lower the value of the house
lots.
The real estate market may also affect the results of
this study.

The market values may be a result of "buyer

ignorance".

In this case, a survey may provide more

information on the amount of value placed on the proximity
to the preserved open space.

(Abelson 1979:192) .
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3.3 Open Space Preservation Technigues and Their Influence
on Adjacent Property Values
To quote Robert Yaro, the former director of the
Center for Rural Massachusetts, "Many New England towns
think they have already protected their open spaces by
adopting one-acre or two-acre zoning ... what the Towns don't
seem to be able to see in advance is that these zoning laws
actually require them to suburbanize, because a town that
has one house on each acre is a town that has open space
but no openness."

This is evident even more so in large

lot zoning such as five-acre lot size.

Land's consumptive

requirements for large building lots, extensive road
frontage, deep set-backs for structures and wide, paved
roads with vertical, curbing have effectively prohibited
development designed along more "nee-traditional" lines.
At the same time, little or no requirement is made for the
preservation of open space; some form of development is
envisioned for all land in this process.

Measures

originally intended to preserve rural character and slow
growth have merely dispersed development, while consuming a
proportionally larger amount of farm, forest, and
recreational land in this process.

(Lacy 1990:2)

Recently, many planners and municipal officials are
looking at the cluster development as a "nee-traditional"
approach to the subdivision process.

Mr. Randall Arendt, a

researcher at the Center for Rural Massachusetts, has made
several presentations throughout Rhode Island promoting the
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benefits of cluster developments.

The cluster development

allows the same number of homes which would be constructed
under a conventional development plan (typically single
family detached) grouped more closely together on
down-sized house

~ots,

with the remaining area of the

parcel left as permanently preserved open space.

This

undeveloped land, often 50% or more of the original parcel,
is then either managed by the homeowner's association,
deeded to the municipality, land trust, or retained by the
original owner who has surrendered all of the development
rights.

In all cases, the homeowners have traded a larger

house lot for the assurance that the adjacent open land
will never be developed for commercial, residential, or
industrial purposes.
The Town of Coventry permits such a cluster development
under Article 13: Residential Cluster Development of the
Town Zoning Ordinance.

According to Section 1301, the

tract of land proposed for a residential cluster
development (RCD) shall have the minimal capacity for six
dwelling units computed in accordance with Section 1302.
Section 1302 requires that land unsuitable for development
shall first be deducted from the tract proposed for
development with the remainder divided by the minimum lot
size for the applicable zoning district.
Among several concerns expressed by those in the real
estate and development professions is that, because of
smaller house lot size, cluster housing, even with
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protected open space will not necessarily appeal to the
average American home-buyer as an investment.

Quite

correctly, they associate the marketability of a newly
constructed home with its resale value or market
appreciation in the future.

(Lacy 1990:3)

A comparative

approach looking at the appreciation rates for an older
clustered housing development as compared to the rest of
the Town developed with mostly conventional grid
subdivisions is a method to assess the value of living next
to permanently protected open space and in turn the cluster
development alternative.
In August of i990, this method was utilized by Jeff
Lacy in his research for the Center for Rural
Massachusetts.

His research involved analyzing the percent

change in appreciation for both a cluster subdivision and a
conventional grid subdivision within the Town of Amherst,
Massachusetts.

His findings revealed that the cluster

subdivision exceeded its conventional counterpart: the
average purchase price of a dwelling unit in the cluster
subdivision yielded a higher rate of return on the original
investment that the conventional development.

This is

interesting to note since the higher value is in spite of
the nearly 2:1 lot size difference.
A similar study by Lacy for the same research project
compared the cluster subdivision with the rest of the Town.
In this instance, the market appreciation was at a higher
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percentage rate for the cluster than for the remainder of
the Town for all but one year (1982).

When the overall

duration of the study was measured, the cumulative
appreciation rate for the cluster was 167.9% (21%
annually), while the Town's rate was 141.9% (18.4%
annually) .

These data reveal an appreciation rate 26

points higher for the cluster development with protected
open space than for residential properties with
significantly larger private yards, but without the
associated open space.

3.3a. Comparative Approach: Discussion of the Method
The method outlined by Jeff Lacy in his study discussed
earlier was utilized for this research project.

This

comparative approach is a relatively simple method based on
calculations of appreciation in market value for those
dwelling units in a typical cluster development as compared
with the appreciation in market value for dwelling units in
a grid subdivision or for the rest of the Town.
Appreciation is measured as the percent increase, not as an
absolute dollar amount, in open-market selling price over
the original sales price of a dwelling unit.

Changes in

cluster housing development are compared against those for
conventional housing within the same time period.
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3.3b. Application of the Method to the Study Area
For the comparative approach method, the cluster
development known as "Red Oak Estates'' located in the Town
of Coventry was the study area.

This was the Town's first

residential cluster subdivision developed in 1980.

It

consists of 160 lots with 46 acres of permanently preserved
open space and an average lot size of 10,000 square feet.
All of the lots within this subdivision front on the
preserved open space area.

Figure 7 is a reproduction from

the Assessor's Plat map indicating this subdivision
layout.
This cluster subdivision was selected for analysis due
to the large number of lots as well as the year of the
development.

It was assumed that the number of lots would

allow for a larger sample size, and the subdivision was
developed long enough ago that several of the dwellings
units may have sold more than once.

This would also allow

for a more significant comparison of the appreciation
rates.
Information wqs obtained from the Assessor's Field
Cards for each individual dwelling unit which had been sold
as to the year and selling price.

The selling price was

derived from the total number of transfer stamps indicated
on the deed.

This data is available as it was noted

earlier that the Assessor's office includes this
information on the field cards for each property.

Again,

all transfers of property between relatives and other
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Figure 7
Re d Oal<: Estates Cluster Subdivision
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transfers which did not take place in an open market
situation were not included in the analysis.
were collected from 1982 through 1986.

Sales data

The data was then

statistically analyzed using a LOTUS spreadsheet program to
determine the ·average for each year and the percent change
over the total years.
The same statistical analysis was performed with
town-wide data rather than information from any specific
development.

The Rhode Island Annual State Reports for the

years 1983 through 1987 were utilized to determine the
average sale price for one-family residential units in the
Town of Coventry.

Since their are only a few new cluster

subdivisions in the Town, in addition to the Red Oak
Estates development, this information was used as a
comparable standard.

To completely separate the data from

the Red Oak Estates development, the sales figures and
total number of urtits sold for a certain year were deleted
from the Annual State Report figures.

In this way, a new

average was determined not including the Red Oak Estates
figures.

The average lot sizes within the remainder of the

Town are considerably larger than those in the Red Oak
Estates development.

The Town has areas of half-acre,

two-acre and five-acre zoning districts.

3.3c. Findings
The results of this analysis reveal that the dwelling
units in Red Oak Estates Development did not appreciate at
59

a rate as high as the remainder of the Town with the
exception of 1984 when the appreciation rate of Red Oak
Estates was considerably higher.
Table 7 indicates the percent change in selling price
from 1982 - 1987 and Figure 8 graphs this data.

TABLE 7: PERCENT CHANGE IN SELLING PRICE 1982 - 1986
"RED OAK ESTATES CLUSTER AND TOWN OF COVENTRY"
YEAR

AVERAGE CLUSTER
SELLING PRICE

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
TOTAL

$48,833
50,239
57,426
65,077
77,486

~
0

CHANGE
2.88
14. 31
13.32
19.07
58.68

AVERAGE TOWN
SELLING PRICE

~
0

CHANGE

$48,776
52,295
55,431
65,215
79,785

7.00
6.00
17.65
22.34
63.24

The percent increase in the market value for the Red Oak
Estates development between 1983 and 1984 was 14.3% with
the remainder of the Town only seeing a 6% increase in
market value: an qver 7% difference.

This may be due to

the fact that the Red Oak Estates development had more
dwelling units sold in 1984 than in any other year.

It

should be noted, however, that the incremental percent
increa~e

in market value as well as the overall percent

increase between 1982 to 1986 for the Red Oak Estates
cluster development was comparable to that for the Town.
The percentage rate for Red Oak Estates is four percent and
three percent below that of the Town for 1985 and 1986
respectively.
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For the total percent change from 1982 to 1986, the Red Oak
Estates subdivision is 5% below that of the Town.

Summary
There are several reasons why the appreciation rate has
increased at a lower percent for the Red Oak Estates
Development than the Town.

One explanation may be that the

housing is relatively new; that is, most of the sales were
reflecting the original sale of the builder.

Builders'

prices are to some extent "administered" prices rather than
"market" prices.

Typically, a builder will charge a

standard price for a given house model.
and Horn 1974: 275) ,

(Hammer, Coughlin

The study may indicate that the

builder generally doesn't take into account the fact that
the development is tied in with preserved open space.
Another explanation may be that the Town as a whole
experienced such increased growth during the period of the
1980's that the Town's total sales are much higher than
normal.

Therefore, even though the Red Oak Estates sales

increased at a high percent, they still did not exceed the
Town's increased appreciation rate brought on by the
increase in growth.
A third reason may be that because there is already
such a large percentage of protected open space in the Town
it is not viewed as a limited resource.
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That is to say

the population may not value the preserved open space of a
cluster subdivision enough to sacrifice the lot size which
they could obtain elsewhere in the Town.
It was also noted, in conducting this study that the
proximity to open space within a cluster does not relate to
the market value. This is due to the fact that each lot
within a cluster owns a percentage of the open space based
on the total number of lots in the development.

For

example, in a cluster development with 10 lots, each lot
owner would also own 1/10 of the open space through the
homeowners association.
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C H A P T E R

F 0 U R

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS

The research methods discussed in this paper were
intended to measure the externalities generated by
preserved open space in order to determine whether it is
fiscally prudent for municipalities to invest in this
preservation effort.

While the fiscal impact analysis was

the only empirical work which supported this theory, the
other analyses revealed findings which are directly a
result of the study area.

The Town of Coventry is a

community with unique characteristics such as the amount of
preserved open space in the Town, the large lot zoning
districts, and the overall size of the municipality.

This

study finds that the fiscal impact of open space
preservation is more complicated than the previous studies
suggest.
It is the opinion of the researcher that the results of
this study could not be generally applied to other areas,
with perhaps the exception of the fiscal impact analysis.
It is assumed that the fiscal impact analysis would
generally indicate that residential development demands
more in services than it pays in revenues, given the
knowledge of the service to revenue ratios for residential
development in other towns.

However, the multiple

regression analysis and comparative approach methods
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utilized have provided results which could not be generally
applied to other areas of the State.
It is evident from the multiple regression analysis
that the open space in western Coventry does not provide a
greater increase in the value of the adjacent property.
This may be explained by the Town's rural character and
large amount of preserved open space, as well as some
negative aspects associated with it.

The adjacent

properties do not reflect the value of this resource which
may occur in smaller, more populated communities.

Perhaps

an analysis of an open space parcel and the adjacent land
values in the eastern portion of the Town would better
prove the

hypothe~is.

It is also important to note that there are other
externalities which have not been tested in this research.
These include the benefits received from the open space by
those who pass by it even though they may not live near
it.

Open space creates external benefits such as viewsheds

and water recharge areas which are important for the entire
community even those who don't live immediately adjacent to
it.
An additional externality not studied in this research,
but none the less important, is the economic benefits which
preserved open space brings to a community.

In many areas

of the State the openness and rural character brings with
it increased revenues to the local economy through
tourism.

This is particularly important in areas which
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rely heavily on tourism and a seasonal economy for their
economic growth and development.

While Coventry has some

second homes and seasonal tourists, there is not the
reliance on this sector for the local economy as there is
with towns that have a heavy tourist-based economy such as
Block Island.
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C H A P T E R

F I V E

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

As towns throughout Rhode Island deal with growth
management questions, consideration must be given to the
amount of preserved open space in relation to the amount of
development.

As noted earlier, there has been a

considerable amount of prior research conducted which
concludes that preserved open space and parkland increase
the value of the adjacent land.

However, these studies

have been applied in more urban areas.
Application of these methods to the Town of Coventry
did not yield the same findings.

Apparently, where open

space is more abundant, it is taken for granted.

However,

this is not to say that preserved open space is not
important in towns that are still rural.

Rural areas have

more opportunities and the land available for preservation
efforts.

As this land becomes scarcer elsewhere, perhaps

the trend in Coventry may change.

It would be interesting

to conduct another study of this area in the future to see
if the values of land adjacent to preserved open space
change.
The Town's remaining open space is a valuable resource
and provide the public qualities which cannot be met by the
private marketplace; such as wildlife habitats and scenic
vistas.

It also makes up a large part of the Town's
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environmentally sensitive land including wetlands.

The

failure of the private market system to serve the public
interest and provide protection to these lands justifies
governmental intervention in open space protection.

The

primary benefits of open space preservation also include
flood protection, water recharge and supply.

As past

research has revealed secondary benefits are also gained
such as the increased value of the adjacent property
providing additional fiscal and economic support to the
Town.
In light of this, it must be realized that not all open
space needs to have recreational facilities.

Open space

can include trails, drainage areas, wetlands, forests,
floodplains, tidal areas, steep slopes, vacant lots, and
passive open space within subdivisions as well as the
traditional recreational areas such as parks, and ball
fields.
The Town of Coventry's current goal to provide a
comprehensive open space and recreation plan for the
community will be achieved in part through the objective of
an open space procurement program.

This program is

proposed to include State and Federal Assistance as well as
non-governmental entities such as land trusts:

To insure

continued funding for open space it is important that towns
continue to work in cooperation with land trusts and
agencies like the Nature Conservancy and Audobon Society to
meet their open space preservation goals.

By utilizing

some private funds or non-profit agencies, towns can
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achieve the benefits of open space preservation and
conservation without using their own resources; further
enhancing the fiscal benefits preservation brings.

Public

education on the choices between development and open space
is also necessary or referendums for open space bonds face
the possibility of being voted down as was recently done in
several States, including California and New York.
To conclude, it is hoped that the research conducted
and presented here will enlighten decision makers and
provide thought for land conservation.

As local

communities are faced with dwindling financial resources
and budgetary constraints, it is becoming increasingly
important to further analyze and justify open space
conservation decisions.

This research indicates that

secondary issues such as the fiscal and economic
consequences of policy decisions should not be overlooked.
In closing, the following statement made by Mr. Donald
Harris of the ·seattle Department of Parks and Recreation is
one which planners and local decision makers should keep in
mind when deciding on open space policies:

(Henderson 1990:

1)

"Consider what it was like when you grew up. Most of
you probably had many vacant lots or undeveloped areas
for play and adventure. And consider, if we do not act
to preserve open space now, what it may be like growing
up or growing old in the future."
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APPENDIX A
TOWN BUDGET INFORMATION

A- 1

Town of Coventry
BUDGET SUMMARY
Budget

Actual

Budget

(Preliminary)
Actual

Budget

~

l..2.8BLa2

.12a2L2il

.1.2a2L2il

~

Taxes-Current
Taxes-Prior Year
State Aid
State Aid-Operating Transfer
Town Revenues
State Aid to Education
School Revenues
State Aid to School Housing
Fund Balance Allocated
Financed Borrowing
Bonded

$15,261,666
745,500
985,999
213,941
1,029,242
10,890,802
1,604,887
220,922
875,000
419,000
1 368.000

$15,982,235
656,053
960,391
213,941
1,419,995
10,926,765
2.370,085
220,708
875,000
375,785
0

$17,186,112
750,000
1,040,312
0
1,081,180
11,979,019
1,730,911
220,708
1,000,000
1,066,000
0

$17,186,112
700,000
825,312
0
1,275,355
11,979,019
1,811,137
220,708
1,000,000
0
0

$20,667,303
700,000
287,333
0
1,208,000
13,063,532
1,680,229
475,240
1,000,000
0
0

TOT AL REVENUES

33,614.959

34 000 958

36 054,242

34,997,643

39 081,637

7,874,740
22,669,994
773,875
0

7,634,470
23,527,616
773,875
0

8,356,299
24,860,532
736,375
157,411

8,271,824
24,860,532
515,667
157,411

9,235,800
27,393,504
1,470,125
301,051

Municipal Government
SchoolDepart.Inent
School Housing Debt
Municipal Dept
Capital Improvement:
Municipal Government
School Department
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

531,157

2,111,250

471,617

1,730,025

. illJ..QQ

lli..2Q2

2.UfilXl

544,525
2.U.fillQ

~

3Ml~2~2

32.~l2.18Q

36 Q~~.242

3~.~63 ~~2

32 Q8l.631
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Comparative Statement of Revenues and Fund Balance

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
Real Estate Taxes Current
Prior Year Taxes
Auto Excise Tax
Interest & Penalties
Interest Sewer Bond
Interest - Roof Bond
Total Taxes

Actual
19iIB/89

Budget
1989/90

Estimated
1989/91)

Proposed
1990/91

Approved

2,232,962
656,053
2,512,665
274,090
50,000
37.795

2,722,360
750,000
1,881,947
280,000
0
0

3,521,767
700,000
1,082,540
280,000
35,000
Q

4,549,615
700,000
1,397,102
280,000
0
0

4,549,615
700,000
1,397,102
280,000
0
0

5,763,565

5,634,307

5,619,307

6,926,717

6,926,717

i 990/91

131,657
11,034
9,410
93,273
17,982
1,816
8,313
36,440 .
42,585
18,705
23
0
0
0
39.692'

85,000
7,300
5,580
75,000
14,000
1,600
8,600
35,000
33,000
19,000
100
0
0
0
47.000

85,000
8,400
7,100
100,000
18,000
1,000
8,600
35,000
35,000
18,900
100
7,000
0
0
47 000

85,000
8,000
6,000
110,000
20,000
1,600
8,600
40,000
35,000
27,000
100
8,500
30,000
25,000
45 000

85,0CO
8,000
6,000
110,000
20,000
1,600
8,600
40,000
35,000
27,000
100
8,500
30,000
25,000
45 000

410,930

331,180

371,100

449,800

449,800

Municipal Court
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Interest in Investment
Miscellaneous Receipts

10,137
18, 19 l
537,313
81.539

10,000
20,000
380,000
60.000

5,000
20,055
490,000
74.200

10,000
18,200
380,000
70.000

10,000
18,200
380,000
70000

Total Miscellaneous

647,180

470,000

589,255

478,200

478,200

288,820
623,310
213,941
27,643
20.618

309,492
683,200
0
27,000
20.620

309,492
495,200
0
0
20.620

264,471
0
0
0
22.862

264,471
0
0
0
22.862

TOT AL ST ATE AID & GRANTS

1.174 332

1.040.312

825 312

287 333

287 333

TOT AL REVENUES

7,996,007

7,475,799

7,404,974

8,142,050

8,142,050

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
State Aid to Education
School Revenues
Restricted Revenues
Taxes Operational
Capitial Schools Taxes

10,926,765
690,344
1,679,741
10,174,305
185.100

11,979,019
645,416
1,085,495
11,150,602
213 600

11,979,019
725,642
1,085,495
11,150,602
213 600

13,063,532
554,326
1,125,903
12,649,743
150.000

13,063,532
554,326
1,125,903
12,649,743
150 000

TOT AL SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 23,656,255

25,074,132

25,154,358

27,543,504

27,543,504

Building Permits
Plumbing & Heating
Electrical Permits
Recording Fees
Probate Fees
Marriage Licenses
Dog Licenses
Animal Rescue Fees
Realty Fees
Alcoholic Bev License
Hunt & Fishing License
Planning Com.mission
Planning Com. Recreation Fees
Planning Com. Inspection Fees
Mis License Fees
TOT AL LICENSES & FEES

Telephone Tax
State Aid General
State Aid - Operating Transfer
Highway Aid
Library Grant
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APPENDIX B
CAPUTO FISCAL IMPACT METHOD

B-1

The Tax Impact of Onen Space Preservation
This
tax

sec~ion

im~acts

of

presents a procedure to follow to calculate the

ra~oving

property from the tax rolls and of acquir-

ing the property for open space.

To determine these impacts the -

following in=ormation is -required:
1. Assessed value of property.
2. County equalization ratio.
3. Total assessed net valuation taxable.
~ 4. Town's assessed property tax rate.
5. Amount of acquisition cost to be raised locally in first
· year.
6. Total property tax levied.
( 4 0)

The procedure is as follows:
Part 1: Calculate impact of lost revenue on the tax rate:
A. Calculate new total assessed net valuation taxable:
new valuation = total assessed net valuation taxable assessed value of property
B. Calculate new tax rate:
new tax rate = total property tax levied
new total assessed net valuation taxable
C. Calculate the impact of lost revenue on the tax rate:
impact = new tax rate - old . tax rate

Part 2: Calculate impact of town acquisition on the tax rate:
A. Calculate amount of acquisition cost to be raised locally
in the first year:
cost = down payment on property + principal + interest on
borrowed money.
B. Calculate total budget to be raised locally in first year of acquisition:
total budget = amount of acquisition cost to be raised in
first year + total property tax levied
C. Calculate new tax rate:
new rate =
total budget
new total assessed net valuation taxable
D. Calculate impact of acquisition on tax rate:
impact = new tax rate - old tax rate

B-2

Procedure for Calculating Tax Impact of Develooment
Part 1: Calculate annual school cost per development:

=
x

A. school-age children population
school:..aae"'children multiolier
bedroom unit
B. annual school cost

-.
the nun1ber of bedroom units
development
·-

=

school-acre children population X school property tax levied
development
school-age child
Part 2: Calculate impact on the school tax rate:
A. new school tax rate

=

annual school cost + the school oroperty tax levied
total assessed net valuation + assessed valuation of the
development
B.

L~pact

on the school tax rate
school tax rate

Part 3: Calculate

=

new school tax rate - old

annual school revenue generated per development:

Annual school revenue generated = assessed valuation of the
development X new assessed school tax rate

Part 4: Calculate net annual school cost or benefit per development:*
net annual school cost or benefit
averaae annual school cost development

=

average school revenue generated
development

Part 5: Calculate annual non-educational service cost per
development:
A. total population
development

= total

household size
bedroom unit

X

number of bedroom units
development
B. non-educational service cost

=

total population X
development

municipal property tax + county property tax
person
person
deductions property tax
number of persons

B-3

+

Part 6: Ca l culate impact on the non-educational a ssessed tax rate:
A. new non-educational tax rate

=

annual non-educational cost + total non-educational property
tax levied
·· - · -: : -~ -,, -J ·
·
total assessed net valuation + assessed valuation of.. . . the
... .. , .. - -·. .
:::; development
B.

i.mpac~

=

on the non-educational tax rate

new ncn-educational tax rate · - old non-educational tax rate
Part 7: Calculate annual non-educational revenue per development:
annual

ncn~educational

revenue generated

=

assessed valuation of the development X new municipal assessed
non-educational property tax rate
Part 8: Calculate annual non-educational cost or benefit per
development:
net annual non-educational cost or benefit
development
non-educational cost
development

=

non-educational revenue generated
development ·

·..

*

Positive figure implies cost, negative figure implies benefit.

Part 9: Calculate new total tax rate:
new total tax rate = old tax rate + school tax rate impact +
non-educational tax rate .5:Jnpact
Part 10: Calculate total tax rate impact:
total tax rate impact

=

school tax rate impact + non-educational

tax rate impact
Part 11: Calculate the increase ·in taxes an individual owner of an
average-value home would have to pay:
increase in taxes =market value of home X town's assessment
ratio X total tax rate impact
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATIONS FROM CAPUTO METHOD

D-1

The Tax Impact of Open Space Preservation
Data and assumptions regarding proposed open space
acquisition:
Assessed value of property - $586,200
Town equalization ratio - 97.5%
Total assessed net valuation taxable - $1,569,938,725
Amount of acquisition cost raised locally in the first year
$500,000
Total property tax levied - $20,445,044
Part 1 Impact of lost revenue on the tax rate:
New total assessed net valuation taxable:
$1,569,938,725 - 586,200 = 1,569,352,525
New property tax rate:
$20,445,044/$1,569,352,525 = $13.03
The impact of lost revenue on the property tax rate:
$13.03 - $13.02 = .01
Part 2 Impact of town acquisition on the tax rate:
Amount of acquisition cost to be raised locally in the
first year: $500,000
Total budget to be raised locally in the first year of
acquisition:
$20,445,044 + $500,000 = $20,945,044
New property tax rate:
$20,945,044/$1569,352,525 = $13.34
$13.34 - $13.02 -

.32

From this it is determined that the removal of a 977 acre
parcel from the tax rolls would increase the property tax
rate by .33 per $1000 of assessed valuation, from $13.02 to
$13.35.

D-2

The Tax Impact of Residential Development
Assumptions regarding proposed development:
977 acre development
5-acre zoning
School age children multiplier - .71 (from 1980 census)
Number of dwelling units - 147
Number of bedrooms per bedroom unit - 3
Market value of bedroom unit - $124,800
Household size per unit - 3.03
Assessed valuation of the development - $17,886,960
Part 1 Annual school cost per development:
School age children .71 x 147 - 104
Annual school cost 104 x $5042 = $524,368
Part 2 Impact on the school tax rate:
New School tax rate:
$524,368 + $15,737,066/$1,569,938,725 + $17,886,960= $10.24
$10.24 per thousand is the new tax rate; the existing tax
rate is $10.00 per thousand. Therefore, the new
development would increase the school tax rate by .24.
Part 3 annual school revenue generated per development:
$17,886,960 x $10.18/1000 = $182,089
Part 4 Net annual school cost per development:
$425,948 - $182,089 = $243,859
Part 5 Annual non-educational service cost per development:
3.03 x 147 = 445
445 x $20,445,044/$24,524 = $370,985
Part 6 Impact on non-educational tax rate:
$370,985 + $6,744,456/$1,569,938,725 + $17,886,960 = $4.50
$4.50 - $4.32 = .18

D-3

Part 7 Annual non-educational revenue generated per
development:
$17,886,960 x 4.50/1000

= $80,491

Part 8 Net annual non-educational cost per development:
$370,985 - $80,491 = $290,494
Part 9 Total new tax rate:
$14.32 + .24 + .18 = $14.74
Part 10 Total tax rate impact:
.24 + .18

= .42

Part 11 Increase in taxes an individual owner of a $124,800
home would have to pay:
$124,800 x .975 x .42/1000

D- 4

= $51.00

APPENDIX E
DATA SET FOR MULTIPLE REGRESSION
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